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Using paper-based near-immediate feedback to support active
learning in an Introductory Programming course

Abstract

This research paper presents an automated, randomized grading system to support active learning
activities and studies its effectiveness in second year (i.e., sophomore-level) engineering
programming course. Formative assessment is an essential tool to both the instructor as well as
the learner to measure course and concept progression. Further, immediate feedback is known to
facilitate student learning, but is not widely adopted. As more classes convert to flipped-style
modalities and dedicate significant portions of time to active learning activities, it is important to
ensure that students are coming to class prepared. This paper addresses a method to increase
opportunities for assessment that includes rapid feedback to the learner.

Online quizzes are one example of a method for providing immediate feedback and gauging
student preparedness. However, such a system has its own set of limitations. This paper presents a
system to generate randomized assessments for each student from a bank of questions that can be
quickly graded and returned to students. The system supports automatic grading of
multiple-choice questions and tallying open-response questions marked by the instructor. After
scanning in the completed assessments, students are emailed their result with the marked and
corrected version as a file attachment.

To evaluate this system, a second year programming course at a small, undergraduate-only
midwestern institution was modified to include brief quizzes on daily readings in order to increase
time for in-class assignments. The quizzes were distributed during the first few minutes of each
class meeting, and students were typically emailed their results within an hour after the
completion of the lecture. This system was also used for the two in-class examinations and final
examination. Results from the exams indicate that the group of “lost” students constituting the
bottom 10% of the class, were supported and brought into the passing grade range. Results from
the final exam show a strong improvement of the mean from 77% to 85%. This paper compares
exam performance and student-self evaluations between the courses. A discussion of the system
and how it facilitates near-immediate feedback and supports flipped classrooms or
specifications-based grading schemes concludes the paper.



Background

Creating and using formative assessments effectively in undergraduate courses can be difficult. It
is also recognized as essential to the learning process. It is through the process of attempting an
activity, receiving feedback, evaluating our attempt, and re-attempting that we learn. As an
example, the 2016 video game The Witness used rapid feedback to teach players how to solve
increasingly complex puzzles using nothing more than a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ response [1], [2]. The
game’s culmination was a final timed section that involved solving several different archetypes of
puzzles the player had previously learned throughout the game. Taking a step back, this begins to
sound like the structure of a typical college course — A series of lectures or activities to teach
various topics, followed by formative assessment opportunities with feedback culminating in a
cumulative, timed final examination.

The challenge to provide students both timely and useful feedback when teaching
large-enrollment courses, multi-sectioned courses, or simply multiple courses/preps per semester
is increased. Often for the instructor, ‘grading’ ends up feeling like a balancing act and point of
stress, rather than an essential opportunity to provide feedback to the learner. From a time
perspective, increasing opportunities for student assessment is not generally seen as a welcome
idea even though the research show that the importance of timely feedback [3], [4]. To combat
this feeling, and increase overall classroom learning, a variety of technology aids have been
explored. Examples include the immediate feedback assessment technique (IFAT) [5], ‘clicker’
problems [6], or online electronic quizzes through course management software [7].

Though some techniques such as IFAT simplify grading, the grading process is not fully
automated. Electronic quizzing offers automatic grading, but students tend to prefer paper-based
formats over electronic-based formats — possibly from being more relaxed and less nervous
about traditional ‘analog’ formatting [8]. Even small changes in assessment forms can affect
student course evaluation responses. A recent study found use of IFAT forms has a positive
impact on course evaluations when compared to traditional Scantron forms [9]. This is especially
noteworthy for pre-tenure or other faculty in positions where course evaluations are of high
importance. While online quizzing reduces the time required for grading, it may introduce
avenues for potential academic dishonesty and has spawned research efforts to investigate
methods to minimize ‘cheating’ in online course offerings [10], [11]. It is also worthwhile to
consider the bias that computer requirements in the classroom may bring. Data show that P-12
student performance on computerized testing was positively correlated with socioeconomic status
and at-home computer usage [12]. Taken together, what we do in the classroom matters and
traditional paper-based assessments remain an important, useful tool for formative assessment.
Students value this feedback and are able to gauge their individual learning progression.
Instructors are able to gauge the overall progression of the class.

As varying teaching modalities are adopted (e.g., flipped classrooms, contract or specifications
grading, etc.), there exists a further need to reduce time spent grading assignments. Even simple
assessments such as manually grading brief daily quizzes for 60 students, can take a significant
amount of a professor’s time. At the same time, implementing short quizzes is an effective
approach to enhance active learning [13]. This paper reports on the “automultiplechoice” (AMC)
system for automated grading of paper-based exams/coursework. The benefits and tradeoffs of



this system are presented and compared to other technologies along with an example of using the
AMC system to support an introductory programming course.

Overview of simplified grading technologies

This section provides a brief overview of grading technologies used to simplify or reduce the
grading burden of assessments: Scantron forms, IFAT forms, and in-class clickers. Perhaps the
simplest grading system is the use of Scantron forms. Scantron systems are used to grade multiple
choice questions with students shading in a bubble corresponding to their answer. The student
only needs to turn in the ‘bubble-sheet’ for their work to be graded. This system is limited to
grading multiple-choice style questions and the questions provided to students typically only
consist of a small number of versions for a single assessment (i.e., many students share the same
assignment/form).

The IFAT system is a more recent system with a goal to provide immediate feedback for students.
The form consists of a bubble sheet similar in appearance to Scantron forms. Students respond to
multiple-choice questions by scratching off a material layer to reveal what is underneath in a
manner similar to lottery scratch-off tickets. Students are able to immediately see if their answer
is correct (denoted by a star) or incorrect (denoted by a blank). These forms are limited to
multiple choice style questions. Typically IFAT forms are graded by awarding partial credit if
students scratch off multiple answers. If a revealed response is incorrect, learners can adjust and
re-attempt the problem. The IFAT system has been used in many classrooms and been shown to
reduce student anxiety in high-pressure testing situations [14].

However, IFAT forms and truly immediate feedback’s impact on student learning is called into
question based on research in the cognitive sciences. Recent work shows that immediate feedback
may not be helpful in long-term retention. In an online quiz, simply altering the delay between
between entering a response and viewing the correct answer by four to twelve seconds was found
to improve long term retention when compared to immediately viewing the correct answer [15]. It
is suspected that this delay activates metacognitive thinking in which learners re-examine their
response in anticipation of viewing the answer. Another study found that delaying feedback by a
week (as opposed to immediate feedback) also improved long-term retention [15], [16]. Here it
was hypothesized that not only the delay, but that student motivation to view their feedback was at
play. In either case, immediate feedback such as that available from the paper-based IFAT or from
online quizzing, may not be the most effective technique with regard to long term retention.

Finally, using electronic clicker devices is another simple method to assess learning. Once again,
this technology is mostly limited to multiple choice style questions. Most clicker systems also
require additional technology to be purchased. Of the systems mentioned in this paper, clicker
questions are perhaps the most useful for students to see how they are performing in relation to
their peers as frequency of collected responses is often revealed to the class.

While there are many options available to aid professors in simplifying grading assessments, most
systems are limited to one style of question (multiple choice) and are not in the natural
paper-based format of traditional assessments and problem solving exercises. Most attempts to
create paper-based automated grading systems work effectively, but tend to be tightly customized



to a single professor’s preference or for single departmental usage. As an example, a
python-based system was developed to support grading paper assignments in a large enrollment
course [17]. Data show students perceived the summative and formative assessments using this
system to be fair and found the overall experience favorable.

The AMC system is another example a paper-based, automated grading system. It was selected
for its general usage capabilities and ability to provide timely feedback to the learning in an
electronic format. This system is further described in the next section.

Paper-based automatic grading using AMC

The AMC system is an open-source software package available for download from its main
website [18]. It was originally created in 2008 and remains under active development. The system
combines several open-source technologies. A significant advantage of assignments (or exams)
created in AMC is that questions are not solely limited to multiple-choice style questions. The
system can also create and tally open-response questions in which students could be asked to to
draw a diagram, correct a given image, write a prose response, fill in the blank, etc. The major
features that AMC offers are:

• Each individual student’s form/exam is unique — every student has a different copy!

• Quickly provides formative assessment of course progression — Students see their
progression and professors see the progression of the learners as a whole

• Allows for hand-written feedback to the learner

• Randomized ordering of questions (per assessment)

• Randomized ordering of responses to multiple choice questions (per assessment)

• Randomized selection of questions from a larger question bank

• Advanced grading schemes (such as allowing students to skip a question with no penalty)

• Ability to grade/tally open-response questions (requires professor input)

• Use random numbers to generate different values/answers for every instance of a problem

• Analog, paper-based exams

• Send students graded and corrected version of their exam via email

• Retain graded assessments on file, electronically

• Electronically tally grades into a spreadsheet

The process for creating an assessment using AMC is shown in Fig. 1. First, create a bank of
questions. These questions can either be created in a plain text format using AMC’s custom
markup formatting, or using the LATEX language. A ‘build’ is then created which lists/selects the
questions to use or describes how to randomly draw the questions. The AMC system then creates
a unique form for each student. These are printed and handed out. Students bubble in answers to
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Figure 1: Grading process in AMC from creating questions to returning grades.

multiple choice questions, and answer open-response questions as they normally would on a
traditional assessment. The professor collects and grades the open problems by marking one of
the appropriate boxes (e.g., full-credit box, partial-credit box(es), no-credit box). This step is
performed on paper and allows for the professor to provide handwritten feedback to the learner in
the context of their response. Once complete, the paper assessments are then scanned (using an
office copier) and loaded into the AMC program. The AMC program will automatically tally the
individual marks and note correct/incorrect responses. Usually at this step, the professor reviews
the automated marking to check for errors (i.e., students checked multiple boxes, changed answer,
etc.) and make adjustments as needed. After reviewing the scans for mistakes, the grades are
electronically tallied and associated with a student name. This name-to-form association can be
done by manually viewing a scanned image of the students’ handwritten name, or automatically
by using student ID numbers. Each scanned, tallied form is then converted to a portable document
format (PDF) and annotated to include the student’s overall score and scores for each individual
question. For questions answered incorrectly, the correct answer is clearly marked alongside the
student’s (incorrect) answer. These annotated files are then emailed to the student’s email address.
Samples of graded exams that the students would receive in email are shown in Fig. 2. In this
figure (a) shows the overall grade, (b) show an example of a correct response, (c) shows a graded
open-response question with included instructor feedback, and (d) shows an incorrect response
that includes the correst response marked. This feature is especially beneficial for providing
students formative assessment information.

A key benefit of this system is that a professor can administer assessments unique to each student
in a course and quickly return the graded, corrected forms as an email attachment. Providing
students individually unique assessments is a simple method to help minimize the opportunities
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Figure 2: Sample of a corrected exam sent to students as an email attachment showing (a) first
page with total score (anonymized), (b) sample of a correct student response, (c) an open-response
question with handwritten feedback, and d) an incorrect student response showing.

for academic dishonesty in a classroom, though this typically requires a great deal of effort. With
AMC, such uniqueness is automatic. Because each exam is filed electronically, it is also a simple
matter to address student requests for re-grading — even with the many versions of
assessments.

The AMC system was recently implemented in an introductory programming class. In this class,
quizzes on daily readings were introduced in order to allow more time for students to work on
in-class exercises. To reduce the grading burden, AMC was used to create, grade and return the
daily quizzes. As a user of the system, there were several secondary features that were found to
be very helpful:

• Easy grading of 45 daily quizzes throughout the semester and always returned to students
the same day — 45 assessment opportunities were added to this course

• Building up a question bank from daily quizzes significantly reduced the time needed to
prepare exams

• Retention of scanned copies from all reading quizzes and course exams (useful for
accreditation record keeping)

• Because exam results are searchable in an email archive, a phone (or other computer) can
be used to respond to students’ grading questions immediately (i.e., in-class) and see the
student’s work.

Experimental Overview

ECE 251 is an introductory programming class taught to all second-year electrical and computer
engineering students at a small, undergraduate-only midwestern institution. This course teaches
the C programming language and is most students’ first course in programming. Course topics



include: compilation, variable types, functions, pointers, standard library usage, structures,
memory access, file input-output, and brief primer on OpenGL 3D graphics.

In Fall 2016, the AMC system was not used, and the reading quizzes were not implemented. This
course met for three 50-minute meetings a week. In a typical lecture, the instructor distributed
paper copies of the notes for the day, lectured on the material for about half of the class meeting
and then turned over the balance of time to the students to work in-class on the day’s assignment
in pairs as the professor answered individual questions as they arose. These assignments were due
at the start of the next meeting. Enrollment was 60 students across two sections.

To support more time for students to work on course assignments in-class, the Fall 2017 offering
used the AMC system to include more assessment opportunities in the form of daily reading
quizzes. The Fall 2017 offering met for two 75-minute meetings a week. In a typical lecture, the
instructor distributed paper copies of notes for the next meeting. Students were expected to read
these notes before coming to class. In the first five-minutes of every class meeting, students
completed a brief quiz typically consisting of two or three questions. While students’ individual
quizzes consisted of 2 – 3 questions, a bank of approximately 6 – 10 questions for each lesson
was created. After the quiz, the professor briefly discussed the material (typically 15 – 20
minutes, although this varied by lecture) and highlighted or provided additional details to the
reading. Students spent the remainder of time working on the day’s assignment in pairs while the
professor provided feedback and answered questions to individual groups. Assignments were due
at the start of the next meeting. Enrollment was 45 students across two sections.

To gauge the effectiveness of the paper-based randomized quizzing, the results from two
mid-semester exams are compared, along with final exam scores between semesters. Data from
student end of semester course evaluations showing student self-assessment of the course topics
are also compared. Finally, a summary of the professor’s experience is shared.

Multiple-Choice Open

Figure 3: Sample questions from Exam 1 showing similar appearance between multiple-choice
style and open style questions between Fall 2016 and Fall 2017.
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Figure 4: Stacked bar graph of exam results by score. Scores from 2016 are the left bars, scores
from 2017 are the right bars.

In ECE 251, three exams (two mid-semester exams, and one cumulative final) were administered
in both the 2016 and 2017 offerings. The first exams consisted of an in-class portion and a
take-home programming assignment. The final exam was cumulative and had no take-home
portion, although students had previously completed a large, multi-week final project. Though
difficult to directly compare, in both offerings performance on the final projects were comparable
with most students meeting or exceeding expectations.

Results

As Fig. 3 show, formatting of exams across the Fall 2016 offering without daily quizzes and the
Fall 2017 offering that included daily quizzes was similar. In 2016, the in-class portion of the first
exam had 35 questions that varied between multiple-choice style questions and open-responses
questions. Similarly, the Fall 2017 offering’s first exam had 47 questions that varied between
multiple-choice style questions and open-response questions. These questions were a mix of
questions from the bank of daily quiz questions and questions developed specifically for the
exam.

A breakdown of results for all exams is shown in Fig. 4. Score distributions for each exam is
shown as a stacked bar plot. Exam scores above 90% are shaded dark blue and represented as the
bottom-most segment of the bar graphs. Scores between 80% and 90% are shaded light blue and
stacked on top of the dark blue block, etc. Each exam is represented by a pair of bar plots with
scores from 2016 offering that did not use daily quizzes on the left, and the scores from the 2017
offering that implemented daily quizzes on the right. Only exam scores from the in-class portion
are shown.

Though it is difficult to directly compare exam scores from different offerings, there are two
trends to note. First, in comparing the final exams between offerings, the mean score in 2016 was



Table 1: Course Evaluation Questions ∑
r ≥ 3 (%)

# Question (”I can . . . ”) 2016 2017
1 Write a computer program to perform scientific calculations. 100.00 100.00
2 Use formatted input and output to interact with the user. 100.00 100.00
3 Use appropriate data types to store different types of variables. 100.00 100.00
4 Use conditional branching statements to implement decision making and

program flow control.
100.00 100.00

5 Use definite (for-next) and indefinite (do-while) loops to perform re-
peated actions.

93.55 100.00

6 Use arrays and strings effectively to solve programming problems. 96.77 100.00
7 Use functions and subroutines to create structured programs 87.10 100.00
8 Use pointers and dynamic memory allocation to solve programming

problems
83.87 75.00

9 Read and write data to and from a file. 80.65 87.50
Students responded on a 5-point weighted Likert scale with:

‘5’ representing ‘Yes, definitely’ and ‘1’ representing ‘No, not at all.’

77.23% compared to 85.63% in 2017. The offering that included daily quizzes showed a higher
mean final exam score. Second: in the 2016, 23% of students scored below 70% on the first exam.
At the final exam, 30% of the students scored below 70%. Though this group appeared to show
improvement between the first and second exam, by the end, their final exam score did not reflect
mastery of the course concepts.

However, the trends of the 2017 offering that included daily quizzes indicate a slightly different
story. In this case, there were still students that performed poorly on the first exam — 18% of
students scored below 70%. By the end of the course, only 5% scored below 70% on the final
exam. Most of the students who were struggling the most with the course (the lowest 10%) were
able to be pulled up into the passing grade ranges and not ‘left behind’ as the course
progressed.

While exam scores are only one aspect of the course, it is should be noted that there were no
significant shifts in performance of final projects or take-home portions of the examinations.
Available exam data suggests that the increased opportunities to receive feedback provided by the
daily quizzes and the increased time for in-class problem solving were useful for students’
progression in the course while not presenting a significant burden for the professor.

Student responses on the end of course evaluations, also support that the daily quizzes contributed
to their overall learning. In response to the questions shown in Table 1, students self-reported
their ability using a 5-point weighed Likert scale. In this scale, a 5 represented “Yes, Definitely”
and a 1 represented “No, not at all.” Tallying responses of 3, 4 or 5 to the questions (indicating a
neutral or positive response to the question), show that students in the offering with daily quizzes
felt more confident in their abilities for all but one item. This is summarized in the rightmost
column of the table which displays the sum of responses for 3, 4 and 5 as a percentage of total
responses. This data supports similar findings from the course examinations that the daily quizzes
and associated feedback were helpful to student learning.

Students in the 2017 offering with reading quizzes were also asked the question “Did the daily
quizzes help you learn the material?” Responses were tallied on the same 5-point weighted Likert



scale (5=Yes, Definitely, 1=No, Not at all). No students responded to this question with a 1 or a 2.
68% of students responded with a 4 or 5 and the remaining 32% responded with a 3. In the 2017
evaluations, one student noted: “Good class, homework/quizzes/tests were fair.”

Discussion

In looking at the results, data suggests that implementing daily quizzes were beneficial to student
learning. The number of opportunities for assessment and feedback to the learner was greatly
increased while also increasing the amount of time for in-class problem solving. However in this
study it is difficult to isolate the effect of the daily quizzes from the change in number of weekly
meetings or increase of time for in-class problem solving. Further the course evaluation data
remains difficult to interpret. In the 2016, only 51% of students enrolled in the course participated
in the final course evaluations and in 2017, only 35% of students completed the evaluations.
Because of these low response rates, it is possible that the reported data in this study does not
accurately reflect general student perceptions of the course. More work is need to isolate the
effects of the daily quiz and to study the effect of the various feedback methods.

From the professor’s perspective, the AMC tool is a great help. Even though quiz and question
development required a non-trivial amount of time, generating a prepared bank of questions
decreased the time taken to prepare examinations. Using the AMC system, grading and returning
quizzes required very little effort. This allowed for time to begin preparing the next
section/lecture immediately after an exam and not be burdened with grading and preparing a
lectures simultaneously.

As a formative assessment tool, AMC provided useful insight into individual student and overall
progress throughout the course. For every quiz, grades were automatically compiled into a
spreadsheet displaying basic statistics of how questions were answered. Throughout the course, it
was a simple matter to check for course concepts students were having trouble understanding.
These misunderstandings could be caught early (i.e., before a major exam) and lectures were able
to be adjusted to address these issues. This was helpful in addressing student understanding of
pointers in C and variable types early in the course. Lectures were altered to further review the
concepts, and related questions were again included in the daily reading quizzes. Having a record
of historical data and overall progression saved across different course offerings creates an
interesting system for professors looking to gauge continual improvement in their courses.
Having this baseline will allow for studies such as this one to take place — evaluating the effect
of course changes compared to historical trends.

In this study, the AMC system was used to support an increase in time for in-class problem
solving. This study shows that the AMC tool is convenient for those looking to support a flipped
classroom environment. In terms of contract or specifications grading [19], a major challenge is
the creation of a variety of assignments for students. In this learning modality, assignments are
graded pass/fail and students are allowed to re-attempt problems until they pass. Using AMC to
automatically generate problem sets helps support the conversion to contract grading. Students
receive assignments with randomly selected problems that can be quickly graded and returned
with feedback.



As mentioned previously, immediate access to a student quiz or exam via a phone (or computer
with email access) proved surprisingly useful. Frequently, students would have a minor question
about a problem or ask about an question in or between classes. Immediately, I was able to view
the graded exercise and address the problem in the context the student’s solution. Because of the
favorable experience of using AMC system, I have implemented it in all my classes. In a recent
conversation, a past student informed me they found having copies of graded assessments
available in email to be a great help during the course.

However, there are a few disadvantages of the system that should be noted. In its current state,
AMC is not a web-based application, although such a conversion is being investigated [20]. The
tool is intended to be run on a Linux computer and to take full advantage of all the features,
requires users to have a working knowledge of the LATEX typesetting system. These are not strict
requirements as a Mac (Apple) version is available as well as a non-LATEX text format for writing
questions. Nonetheless, these requirements can be difficult to overcome as it is not (yet) a simple
plug-and-play solution. Further, AMC does not directly integrate with learning management
software (LMS). For many users, this is actually advantage as the AMC system is completely
standalone and not tied to a particular LMS version or vendor. For users of LMS, the grade results
and spreadsheet format AMC generates can easily be imported into most learning management
software.

Conclusion

The AMC system is a useful tool that allows for automated grading of randomized assessments.
Specifically, grading is automated and corrected forms are emailed to students as PDF
attachments. The system is extremely flexible and allows for a large variety of assessment
formats. While open-response questions are not automatically graded, student papers can be
quickly marked by a professor and included in the automatic calculation of grades. Students still
receive handwritten, individual feedback from professors, readily available via email.

As a case study, an introductory programming class implemented daily quizzes over assigned
readings that were created and graded using AMC. With minimal burden on the professor, the
offering that included daily quizzes showed higher exam scores with fewer students self-reporting
a low confidence in their abilities. Overall, students were favorable to the automated grading
system, perceiving it as a useful, fair system.

In looking forward, the AMC system allows a course to increase opportunities to assess student
understanding of concepts and progression in the course while minimizing the grading burden.
The created assessments are unique to each individual student, and are stored electronically. In
courses implementing specifications-based (sometimes called ‘contract’) grading, often
assignments may be attempted multiple times. This can be difficult to administer when many
students are attempting different assignments simultaneously. However, systems such as AMC
can simplify such a transition as many unique problems can be generated (when using random
numbers) and automatically graded.
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